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JANUARY(2017) 

Class: II A & B                                                   Subject: MATHS 

Topic: Our helpers & Means of transport 

OUR HELPERS 

Parents help to us at home. There are many other people who help 

us in our daily life,  they are OUR  HELPERS.  

POSTMAN: 

 Postman delivers letters for us.  

 He also brings parcels and money orders. 

DOCTOR : 

 A doctor treats sick people.  

 A doctor gives us injection and medicines. 

POLICEMEN : 

 A policeman maintains law and order in the city. 

 He keep our neighborhood safe from thieves and robbers. 

TEACHER : 

 The teacher teaches different subject. 

 The teacher cultivates good habits in children. 

FARMER : 

       The farmer grows food grains , vegetables and fruits for us. 

FIREMAN: 

       The Fireman come in fires engine and help to put off the fire. 

TAILOR : 

      Tailor stitches our clothes. 

BARBER : 

      A Barber helps us to manage our hair. 

Cobbler : 

      A cobbler mends our shoes. 
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I)  Fill in the blanks: 

The postman delivers the letters. 

A Tailor stitches our clothes. 

A cobbler mends our shoes. 

A Barber cuts our hair. 

A farmer grow the food grains. 

A Police provides us safety. 

II) Match the following: 

1. Policeman                 -              Fire station  (3) 

2. Teacher                    -               Hospital  (5) 

3. Fire fighter               -               Police station    (1) 

4. Postman                   -               School    (2) 

5. Doctor                      -               Post office    (4) 

III) Which are the people use the following things: 

1. Doctor             -   stethoscope  

2. Policemen       -   dog 

3. Fire fighter      -   Fire engine 

4. Barber             -  Scissor 

IV) Answer the following questions: 

1. Who is teaching lesson in your school? 

ANS: The teacher teaches lesson in my school. 

2. What is the duty of postman? 

ANS: The postman delivers letters, money order and parcels. 

3. What is the duty of Doctor? 

ANS: A doctor treats sick people. 

 

 

 



Means of transport 

People use vehicles to travel from one place to another. 

Mode of transport: 

1) Land transport        2) Air transport           3) Water transport 

Land transport: 

              Vehicles which move on land is known as land transport. 
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Air transport: 

 Vehicles which move on air is known as air transport. When we 

want to travel from one country to another country we go by an 

aeroplane. 

 Helicopter can fly forward, backward and sideways. 
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Water transport: 

         Vehicles move on water is known as water transport. 
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I) Circle the odd one: 

1. Scooter             cycle              motorcycle            car 

2. Roadways         Airways          waterways            train 

3. Driver                chemist          pilot                      sailor 

4. Bullock cart      camel cart     truck                     tonga 

5. Bus                    train               Taxi                      ship 

6. Aeroplane          Helicopter     boat                      plane 

II) Fill in the blanks: 

1. Train is a land transport. 

2. On a river people travel by boat. 

3. We travel to another country in an aeroplane.  

III) Complete the table by using given words: 

         Car, bus, bicycle, helicopter, aeroplane, boat, ship,  

         hot air balloon, sailing ship. 

Land transport                    Air transport                  Water transport 

   Car                                   aeroplane   ship 

   Bus                                  helicopter boat 

   Bicycle                            hot air balloon sailing ship 



 

IV) Answer the following questions: 

1. Name any 3 slower mode of transport on land: 

Ans:  a)Bullock cart            b) Camel cart              c) Tonga 

2. Name any 4 means of public transport on land. 

Ans:  i) Bus              ii) train         iii) autorickshaw       iv) Taxi 

3. Name any two air transport: 

            Ans:   a) Aeroplane       b) Helicopter 

4. Which is known as the ship of desert? 

           Ans:   Camel is known as the ship of desert. 

 

 


